REVOCABLE RUNNING ACCOUNT AUTHORIZATION
M/s. SMIFS Limited
4 Lee Road, Vaibhav
Kolkata – 700 020
I/We have been/shall be dealing through SMIFS Limited (in short “SMIFS”) as my/our broker on the Capital
Market and/or Equity Derivative Market Segments/ Currency Derivative Segments/ Commodity Derivatives
Segment. As my/our broker I/we direct and authorize SMIFS to carry out trading / dealings on my / our behalf
as per instructions given below.
In order to avoid time consuming repeated pay-in by me/us and pay–out by SMIFS of funds, I/we on this
_______ day of ______________, 20__, at _________________ hereby direct and authorise you to maintain
running account(s) and debit/credit of funds from/to the running accounts and make pay-in/receive funds
to/from exchanges/clearing corporations/other receiving parties (if applicable).
Subject to your discretion and valuation of securities placed as margin/ collateral, please treat my/our funds
lying to my/our credit in running accounts as margin/collateral for my/our dealings/trading.
In the event I/we have outstanding obligations on the settlement date, SMIFS may retain the requisite
securities/funds towards such obligations along with funds and/or securities expected to be required to meet
margin obligations for next 5 trading days, in strict compliance to SEBI & Exchange Circular(s).
I/We hereby authorize SMIFS to retain an amount upto Rs. 10,000/- exclusively trading in all Stock
Exchanges and all Segments as applicable and opted by me/us, where SMIFS is a Trading Member, net
across all segment(s) and across all exchange(s), in lieu of settlement of my/our account for any specific
quarter (90 days) / months (30 days) and to avoid the administrative/ operational difficulties in settling my/
our account, to the condition that I/we have traded during the last specific quarter (90 days) / months (30
days).
While settling the account, SMIFS shall send a 'statement of accounts' containing an extract from ledger for
funds and an extract from the register of securities displaying all receipts/deliveries of funds/securities. In the
statement(s) being sent, please provide details regarding retention of funds/securities (which are deposited
with Stock Exchange/ Clearing Member/ Clearing Corporation/ Clearing House), if any.
I/We shall bring any discrepancy in the statement(s) preferably within 7 working days from the date of receipt
to your notice so as to allow SMIFS to take remedial steps, if any are warranted.
I/We authorize SMIFS not to carry out above stated settlement of running account in the event I/We avail
Margin Trading Facility and in any event the securities retained with SMIFS should NOT be pledged with any
Banks/NBFCs for raising funds as mandated in Securities Contract Act and extant circulars of SEBI and
Stock Exchanges.
Under any conditions SMIFS shall NOT adjust / utilize the credit of funds for inter-client adjustment for the
purpose of settlement of the running account.

Further, do not carry out settlement of running account referred to above for funds given by me/us towards
collaterals/margin in the form of bank guarantee (BG)/Fixed Deposit receipts (FDR).
The actual settlement of funds will be done at least once in a calendar month (30 days) or quarter (90 days)
as per my/our preference for actual settlement of funds:
Once in a Calendar Quarter
(90 DAYS)

_________________________________________
Signature of Client

Date:

Once in a Calendar Month
_________________________________________ UCC:
Signature of Client
(To be signed by the CLIENT and NOT to be signed by the Attorney / Authorized Person etc. of the Client)
(Retention Amount may increase or decrease as notified by Exchange(s) from time to time)
(30 DAYS)

I/We am/are entitled to REVOKE this Authorization unconditionally at any time however, such termination
shall be subject to physical delivery of revocation letter at your registered office to allow SMIFS to make
necessary changes to handle my / our account without running account authorization. I/We shall inform
SMIFS in writing and get due acknowledgement and take signatures of atleast two authorized officers at the
Branch of SMIFS along with company stamp, at least one week in advance from the date of withdrawal. This
Authorization is subject to changes as prescribed by the exchange(s)/SEBI from time to time.
Signature of Client

